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QUESTION 1

An organization wants to deploy a WLAN infrastructure that provides connectivity to these client categories: 

Employees Contractors Guest users Corporate IoT legacy devices that support no authentication or encryption
Employees and contractors must authenticate with company credentials and get network access based on AD group
membership. Guest users are required to authenticate with captive portal using predefined credentials. Only employees
will run L2 encryption. 

Which implementation plan fulfills the requirements while maximizing the channel usage? 

A. Create VAP1 to run WPA2-AES and 802.1x authentication, VAP2 to run opensystem encryption with MAC
authentication, and VAP3 to run opensystem with captive portal and L2 fail through. 

B. Create a single VAP to run WPA2-AES and 802.1x authentication, MAC authentication L2 fail through, captive portal,
and VIA support. 

C. Create VAP1 to run WPA2-AES and 802.1x authentication, VAP2 to run opensystem encryption with MAC
authentication, and VAP3 to run opensystem with captive portal. 

D. Create VAP1 to run WPA2-AES and 802.1x authentication, and VAP2 to run opensystem encryption with MAC
authentication and captive portal. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 
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Based on the output shown in the exhibit, with which Aruba devices has Access-1 established tunnels? 

A. a pair of standalone MCs 

B. a pair of switches running VXLAN 

C. a pair of MCs within a L3 cluster 

D. a single standalone MC 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibits. 
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A user reports slow connectivity to a network administrator when connecting to AP-Garden and suggests that there
might be a problem with the WLAN. The user\\'s device supports 802.11n in the 2.4 GHz band. The network
administrator finds the user in the Mobility Master (MM) and reviews the output shown in the exhibit. 

What can the network administrator conclude after analyzing the data? 

A. 2.4Ghz band is currently congested, therefore a NIC upgrade to 802.11ac or higher is recommended so the user can
move to 5Ghz. 

B. Channel usage is high and though this device has high speed the overall client rate is low on AP-Garden, there could
be a few clients monopolizing the airtime on both bands at low speeds. 

C. User\\'s SNR value over time is lower than recommended, therefore he should either get closer to the Access Point
or increase the transmit power. 

D. 365s are low cost outdoor APs recommended for coverage design only. AP-Garden currently has more clients than
recommended and is getting congested. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network administrator adds a Mobility Controller (MC) in the /mm level and notices that the device does not show up
in the managed networks hierarchy. The network administrator accesses the CLI. executes the show switches
command, and obtains the output shown in the exhibit. 

What is the reason that the MC does not appear as a managed device in the hierarchy? 

A. The network administrator added the device using the wrong Pre-Shared Key (PSK). 

B. The network administrator has not moved the device into a group yet. 

C. The digital certificate of the MC is not trusted by the MM. 

D. The IP address of the MC does not match the one that was defined in the MM. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 
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An Aruba network is deployed with L2 and L3 Mobility Master (MM) redundancy across two datacenters, as shown in
the exhibit. The network administrator confirms that all Mobility Controllers (MC) are currently communicating with MM1,
which is the L2 Active and, L3 Primary. 

Which MM IP will MCs communicate with if MM1 fails? 

A. 10.1.1.10 

B. 10.1.1.12 

C. 10.2.1.10 

D. 10.2.1.21 

Correct Answer: C 
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